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The distinctive feature of Afro-American life in the 60s was the rise on the historical stage of
a small yet determined petite bourgeoisie promoting liberal reforms, and the revolt of the masses,
whose aspirations exceeded those of liberalism but whose containment was secured by political
appeasement, cultural control and state repression. Afro-America encountered the modern American
capitalist order (in its expansionist phase)—as urban dwellers, industrial workers and franchised
citizens—on a broad scale for the first time. This essay will highlight the emergence of the black
parvenu petite bourgeoisie—the new, relatively privileged, middle class-and its complex relations to
the black working poor and underclass. I will try to show how the political strategies, ideological
struggles and cultural anxieties of this predominantly white-collar stratum of the black working class
both propelled the freedom movement in an unprecedented manner and circumscribed its vision,
analysis and praxis within liberal capitalist perimeters.
For interpretive purposes, the 60s is not a chronological category which encompasses a
decade, but rather a historical construct or heuristic rubric which renders noteworthy historical
processes and events intelligible. The major historical processes that set the context for the first stage
of the black freedom movement in the 60s were the modernization of southern agriculture, the
judicial repudiation of certain forms of southern racism and the violent white backlash against
perceived black progress. The modernization of southern agriculture made obsolete much of the
traditional tenant labor force, thereby forcing large numbers of black rural folk into southern and
northern urban centers in search of employment. The judicial repudiation of certain forms of
southern racism, prompted by the gallant struggles of the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People (NAACP) and exemplified in the Brown v. Board of Education decision of 1954,
was not only a legal blow against tax supported school segregation; it also added historical
momentum and political legitimacy to black struggles against racism. Yet, there quickly surfaced an
often violent white reaction to this momentum and legitimacy. For example, Rev. George W. Lee
was fatally shot in May 1955 for refusing to take his name off the voter registration list. Sixty-three
year old Lamar Smith was killed in broad daylight in August 1955 for trying to get out the black
vote in an upcoming primary election. And most notably, Emmett L. Till, a fourteen year-old lad
from Chicago visiting his relatives, was murdered in late August 1955. These wanton acts of violence
against black people in Mississippi, though part of the American southern way of life, reflected the
conservative white reaction to perceived black progress. In 1955, this white reaction was met with
widespread black resistance.
The greatness of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.—the major American prophet of this
century and black leader in the 60s—was his ability to mobilize and organize this southern resistance
such that the delicate balance between the emerging "new" black petite bourgeoisie, black working
poor and black underclass was maintained for a few years. The arrest of Rosa Parks on December 1,
1955 in Montgomery, Alabama—as a result of one of a series of black acts of civil disobedience
against Montgomery's bus line that year—led to the creation of the Montgomery Improvement
Association (MIA), the adoption of a city-wide black boycott and the placement of King at the head
of the movement. After nearly a year of the boycott, the U.S. Supreme Court declared Alabama's
state and local bus segregation laws unconstitutional. Judicial repudiation of southern racism again
gave the black struggle for freedom momentum and legitimacy.

King is the exemplary figure of the first stage of the black freedom movement in the 60s not
only because he was its gifted and courageous leader or simply because of his organizational
achievements, but, more importantly, because he consolidated the most progressive potential
available in the black southern community at that time: the cultural potency of prophetic black
churches, the skills of engaged black preachers, trade-unionists and professionals, and the spirit of
rebellion and resistance of the black working poor and underclass. In this sense, King was an organic
intellectual of the first order—a highly educated and informed thinker with organic links to ordinary
folk. Despite his petit bourgeois origins, his deep roots in the black church gave him direct access to
the life-worlds of the majority of black southerners. In addition, his education at Morehouse
College, Crozier Theological Seminary and Boston University provided him with opportunities to
reflect upon various anticolonial struggles around the world, especially those in India and Ghana,
and also entitled him to respect and admiration in the eyes of black people, including the "old" black
middle class (composed primarily of teachers and preachers). Last, his Christian outlook and
personal temperament facilitated relations with progressive nonblack people, thereby insuring
openness to potential allies.
King institutionalized his sense of the social engagement of black churches, his Christianinformed techniques of nonviolence and his early liberal vision of America, with the founding in
February, 1957 in New Orleans of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). This
courageous group of prophetic black preachers from ten southern states served as the models for
young black southern activists. I stress the adjective "southern" not simply because most black people
in the USA at this time lived in the South, but also because the core of the first stage of the black

freedom movement was a Church-led movement in the belly of the violent prone, underindustrialized, colony like southern USA. Of course, the North was quite active especially Harlem's
Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. in Congress and The Nation of Islam's Malcolm X in the streets—
but activity in the North was not the major thrust of this first stage.
Like David against Goliath, black activists openly challenged the entrenched racist white
status quo in the South. Widespread white economic sanctions and physical attacks on black people,
fueled by the so-called "Southern Manifesto" promoted in 1956 by Senator J. Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina along with over a hundred congressmen, rendered both the Democratic and
Republican parties relatively silent regarding the civil rights issues affecting black people. Two
diluted civil rights bills (in 1957 and 1960) limped through Congress, and the Supreme Court,
owing to congressional pressure, took much of the bite out of its earlier Brown decision. Black
resistance intensified.
Inspired by the praxis of King, MIA and SCLC-as well as the sit-in techniques employed by
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) in the North four black freshmen students at North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical College in Greensboro staged a sit-in at the local Woolworth's
on February 1, 1960. Within a week, their day-to-day sit-in had been joined by black and white
students from The Women's College of the University of North Carolina, North Carolina College
and Duke University. Within two weeks, the sit-in movement had spread to fifteen other cities in
Virginia, Tennessee and South Carolina. Within two months, there were sit-ins in seventy-eight
cities. By the end of 1960, over fifty thousand people throughout the South had participated in sit-in
demonstrations, with over 25 percent of the black students in predominantly black colleges

participating. In short, young black people (and some progressive white people) had taken seriously
King's techniques of nonviolence and the spirit of resistance.

§
This spontaneous rebellion of young black people against the southern taboo of black and white
people eating together in public places exemplified a major component in the first stage of the black
freedom movement: the emergence of politicized black parvenu petit bourgeois students. These
students, especially young preachers and Christian activists, prefigured the disposition and
orientation of the vastly increasing number of black college students in the 60s: they would give first
priority to social activism and justify their newly acquired privileges by personal risk and sacrifice. So
the young black student movement was not simply a rejection of segregation in restaurants. It was
also a revolt against the perceived complacency of the "old" black petite bourgeoisie. It is no accident
that at the first general conference on student sit-in activity which began Good Friday (April 15)
1960, the two keynote speakers—Rev. James Lawson and Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.—launched
devastating critiques of the NAACP and other "old" black middle-class groups. King articulated this
viewpoint when he characterized the sit-in movement as "a revolt against those Negroes in the
middle class who have indulged themselves in big cars and ranch-style homes rather than in joining a
movement for freedom." The organization which emerged from this gathering later in the year—the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee-(SNCC)—epitomized this revolt against the political
reticence of the "old" black middle class.
The major achievement of SNCC was, in many ways, its very existence. SNCC initiated a
new style and outlook among black students in particular and the "new" black petite bourgeoisie in

general. Its activist, countercultural orientation even influenced disenchanted white students on elite
university campuses. Yet SNCC's central shortcoming was discernible at its inception: if pushed far
enough, the revolt against middle-class status and outlook would not only include their models but
also themselves, given their privileged student status and probable upward social mobility.
The influence of SNCC's new style was seen when James Farmer departed from the program
directorship of the NAACP to become National Director of CORE. Within six weeks, he
announced that CORE would conduct "Freedom Rides"—modeled on the 1947 Journey of
Reconciliation led by CORE to challenge segregation in interstate bus depots and terminals. On
May 4, 1961 seven black people and six white people left Washington, D.C. Within ten days, one of
the buses had been burned to the ground and many riders had been viciously attacked in
Birmingham and Montgomery. This "Freedom Ride" was disbanded in Montgomery on May 17. A
second "Freedom Ride" was initiated by SNCC, led by Diane Nash, composed of white and black
people from CORE and SNCC. Violence ensued again, with twenty-seven people arrested and given
suspended twomonth sentences and fines of $200. They refused to pay and were taken to Parchman
Prison.
These two "Freedom Rides"—though responsible for the desegregation of bus and train
stations on September 22, 1961, by the Interstate Commerce Commission—served as a portent of
the two basic realities which would help bring the initial stage of the black freedom movement to a
close: first, the slow but sure rift between SNCC and King, and second, the ambiguous attitude of
Democratic Party liberals to the movement. Both aspects came to the fore at the crucial August 1961
staff meeting of SNCC at the Highlander Folk School in Tennessee. It was well known that the

Kennedy administration had called for a "cooling off" period, motivated primarily by their fear of
alienating powerful southern Democratic comrades in Congress. At the meeting, Tim Jenkins, a
fellow traveller of the Democratic Party, proposed that SNCC drop its emphasis on direct action and
focus on voter education and registration. The majority of the SNCC staff opposed Jenkins's project
owing to its connections with the Kennedy administration and the open approval of it by King's
SCLC. In the eyes of many SNCC members, the "Establishment" against which they were struggling
began to encompass both the Democratic Party's liberals and the SCLC's black activist liberals. This
slow rupture would result in some glaring defeats in the civil rights movement, most notably the
Albany (Georgia) Movement in December 1961, and also led to the gradual breakaway of SNCC
from the techniques of nonviolence.
Yet in 1963, the first stage of the black freedom movement would culminate in its most
successful endeavors: Birmingham and the March on Washington. The televised confrontation
between the civil rights marchers and The Commissioner of Public Safety, Eugene "Bull" Connor, as
well as the dramatic arrest of King, gave the movement much sympathy and support throughout the
country. And the use of hundreds of black children in the struggle reinforced this effective histrionic
strategy. Despite the bombing of the black Gaston Hotel, of King's brother's home, and black
spontaneous rebellions in Birmingham, the massive nonviolent direct action including over 3,000
people imprisoned proved successful. The city of Birmingham, often referred to as the "American
Johannesburg," accepted the black demands for desegregation and black employment opportunities.
Furthermore, President Kennedy responded to the Birmingham campaign with a televised address to
the nation in which he pledged his support for a comprehensive civil rights bill. However, the

assassination of Medgar Evers, state executive secretary of the Mississippi NAACP, only hours after
Kennedy's speech cast an ominous shadow over the Birmingham victory.
The famous March on Washington in August 1963—the occasion for King's powerful and
poignant "I-have-a-dream" speech—was not the zenith of the civil rights movement. The movement
had peaked in Birmingham. Rather the March on Washington was the historic gathering of that
coalition of liberal forces-white trade-unionists, Christians, Jews and civil rights activists-whose
potency was declining, whose fragile cohesion was falling apart. The central dilemma of the first
stage of the black freedom movement emerged: the existence and sustenance of the civil rights
movement neither needed nor required white aid or allies, yet its success required white liberal
support in the Democratic Party, Congress and the White House.
The March on Washington exemplified this debilitating limitation of the civil rights
movement. With white liberal support, the movement would achieve limited success, but slowly lose
its legitimacy in the eyes of the now more politicized black petit bourgeois students, working poor
and underclass. Without white liberal support, the movement could raise more fundamental issues
of concern to the black working poor and underclass, yet thereby render the movement marginal to
mainstream American politics and hence risk severe repression. It comes as no surprise that the
March on Washington witnessed both the most powerful rhetoric and the most salient reality of the
civil rights movement: King's great speech and the Kennedy administration's supervision of the
March.
In summary, the first stage of the black freedom movement in the 60s—the civil rights
struggle began as a black response to white violent attacks and took the form of a critique of

everyday life in the American South. This critique primarily consisted of attacking everyday cultural
folkways which insulted black dignity. It was generated, in part, from the multifarious effects of the
economic transformation of dispossessed southern rural peasants into downtrodden industrial
workers, maids and unemployed city dwellers within the racist American South. In this regard, the
civil rights movement prefigured the fundamental concerns of the American new left: linking private
troubles to public issues, accenting the relation of cultural hegemony to political control and
economic exploitation.
The major achievements of the civil rights movement were noteworthy: the transformation
of everyday life (especially the elimination of terror as a primary mode of social control) of central
regions in the American South; the federal commitment to the civil and voting rights of Afro
Americans; and the sense of confidence among black people that effective mobilization and
organization were not only possible but imperative if the struggle for freedom was to continue. The
pressing challenges were immense: transforming the power relations in the American South and
North, obtaining federal support for employment and economic rights of the underprivileged,
sustaining black organizational potency in the face of increasing class differentiation within the black
community, and taking seriously the long-overlooked specific needs and interests of black women.
The first stage came to a close principally because the civil rights struggle achieved its liberal aims,
namely, absorption into mainstream American politics, reputable interest-group status in the (soon
to falter) liberal coalition of the Democratic Party.
The second stage centered primarily on the issue of the legitimacy and accountability of the
black political leadership. Like the first stage, this historical moment was engendered by a sense of

black resistance and rebellion, and led by black petit bourgeois figures. Yet these "new" black
middle-class figures had been highly politicized and radicalized by the strengths and weaknesses of
King's movement, by the rise of the new left movement among white privileged students and by the
revolutionary anti-colonial struggles in the Caribbean (Cuba), Africa (Ghana and Guinea), Latin
America (Chile and Bolivia) and Southeast Asia (Vietnam). The transitional events were the
Mississippi Freedom Summer in 1964, the Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City, late
August 1964, and the Selma campaign of 1965. The Freedom Summer brought to the surface the
deep cultural and personal problems of interracial political struggle in America: white attitudes of
paternalism, guilt and sexual jealousy, and black sensibilities of one-upsmanship, manipulation and
sexual adventure. The Atlantic City convention illustrated the self-serving machinery of the
Democratic Party, whose support even King at this point solicited at the risk of white controlled
compromise. Finally, King's Selma campaign, initiated by SNCC years earlier, was sustained
primarily by federal support, escort and legitimacy. In short, the bubble was about to burst: the
vision, analysis and praxis of significant elements of the black freedom movement was to move
beyond the perimeters of prevailing American bourgeois politics.
The Watts explosion in August 1965 revealed the depths of the problem of legitimacy and
accountability of black political leadership. The rebellion and resistance (especially in northern urban
centers) could no longer find an organizational form of expression. In the cities, it had become sheer
anarchic energy and existential assertion without political direction and social vision. The Watts
rebellion was a watershed event in the black freedom movement in that it drew the line of
demarcation between those who would cling to liberal rhetoric, ties to the Democratic Party and

middle class concerns, and those who would attempt to go beyond liberalism, expose the absorptive
role and function of the Democratic Party and focus more on black proletarian and
lumpenproletarian interests.
The pressing challenges of the second stage were taken up by Martin Luther King, Jr. His
Chicago campaign in 1966-though rejected by most of his liberal black and white comrades in
SCLC pushed for the radical unionization of slum-dwellers against exploitative landlords. His
aborted poor people's campaign of 1967-68, initiated after his break with President Johnson and the
Democratic Party which had been precipitated by his fierce opposition to the Vietnam War, was
even more attuned to black, Latino and white working poor and underclass concerns. Yet, despite
his immense talent, energy and courage, it became clear that King lacked the organization and
support to address these concerns. Notwithstanding his 1968 murder—preceded by intense FBI
harassments and threats—the widespread ideological fragmentation and increased class and strata
differentiation in Afro-America precluded King from effectively meeting the pressing challenges. His
new focus on the urban poor led to black middle-class abandonment of his movement; his
nonviolent approach perturbed black committed leftists who welcomed his new focus; his
Christianity disturbed black secularists and Muslims already working in urban ghettoes; and his
integrationist perspective met with staunch opposition from black nationalists who were quickly
seizing hegemony over the black freedom movement. In other words, King was near death politically
and organizationally before he was murdered, though he will never die in the hearts and minds of
progressive people in the USA and abroad.

Ironically, King's later path was blazed by his early vociferous critic, Malcolm X. Even as a
narrow black nationalist under the late Honourable Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm X rejected outright
white liberal support and ties to the Democratic Party, and he highlighted the plight of urban black
working poor and unemployed people. More than any other black figure during the first stage,
Malcolm X articulated the underlying, almost visceral, feelings and sensibilities of black urban
America North and South, Christian and non-Christian, young and old. His early rhetoric was
simply prescient: too honest, too candid, precisely the things black folk often felt but never said
publicly due to fear of white retaliation, even in the early 60s. In fact, his piercing rhetoric had
primarily a cathartic function for black people; it purged them of their deferential and defensive
attitudes toward white people.
Although Malcolm X moved toward a more Marxist-informed humanist position just prior
to his assassination by rival Black Muslims in February 1965, he became the major symbol for (and
of) the second stage of the black freedom movement in the 60s. What was accented was neither his
political successes nor his organizational achievements, but rather his rhetorical eloquence and
homespun honesty. Malcolm X did not hesitate to tell black and white America "like it is," even if it
resulted in little political and practical payoff. This eloquence and honesty was admired at a distance
by the black working poor and underclass: it expressed their gut feelings and addressed their
situation but provided little means or hope as to how to change their predicament. The "old" black
middle class was horrified; they publicly and secretly tried to discredit him. The "new" black petite
bourgeoisie, especially black students, welcomed Malcolm X's rhetoric and honesty with open arms.
It resonated with their own newly acquired sense of political engagement and black pride; it also

spoke to a more fundamental problem they faced—the problem of becoming black leaders and elites
with organic, existential and rhetorical ties to the black community.
In a complex way, Malcolm X's candid talk both fueled more protracted black rebellion and
provided a means to contain it. In short, his rhetoric was double-edged and functioned in
contradictory ways. On the one hand, it served as an ideological pillar for revolutionary black
nationalism. On the other hand, his rhetoric was employed by manipulative black petit bourgeois
politicians, professionals, administrators and students to promote their own upward social mobility.
The adulation of Malcolm X in the black community is profound. Yet an often overlooked
component in this adulation among the "new" black middle class was (and is) their subtle use of his
truth-telling for their narrow self-serving aims. The relative silence regarding his black sexist values
and attitudes also reveals the deep patriarchal sensibilities in the black community.
The revolt of the black masses, with hundreds of rebellions throughout the country, set the
framework for the second stage. The repressive state apparatus in American capitalist society jumped
at this opportunity to express its contempt for black people. And the basic mechanism of pacifying
the erupting black ghettoes—the drug industry fundamentally changed the content and character of
the black community. The drug industry, aided and abetted by underground capitalists, invaded
black communities with intense force, police indifference and political silence. It accelerated black
white-collar and solid blue-collar working-class suburban flight, and transformed black poor
neighborhoods into terrains of human bondage to the commodity form, enslavement to the buying
and selling of drugs. For the first time in Afro-American history, fear and trepidation among black
folk toward one another became pervasive. As crime moved toward civil terrorism, black distrust of

and distance from the black poor and underclass deepened. And, of course, black presence in jails
and prisons rapidly increased.
The revolt of the black masses precipitated a deep crisis—with political, intellectual and
existential forms among the "new" black petite bourgeoisie. What should the appropriate black
middle-class response be to such black working poor and underclass rebellions? This complex
response is best seen in the internal dynamics of the Black Power movement. This movement, more
than any other at the time, projected the aspirations and anxieties of the recently politicized and
radicalized black petite bourgeoisie. From Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.'s Howard University
baccalaureate address of 1966, through the Meredith March, to the Newark Black Power
Conference, the message was clear: beneath the rhetoric of Black Power, black control and black selfdetermination was a budding "new" black middle class hungry for power and starving for status.
Needless to say, most young black intellectuals were duped by this petit bourgeois rhetoric, primarily
owing to their own identity-crisis and self-interest. In contrast, the "new" black business,
professional and political elites heard the bourgeois melody behind the radical rhetoric and
manipulated the movement for their own benefit. The rebellious black working poor and underclass
often either became dependent on growing welfare support or seduced by the drug culture.
The second stage was primarily a black nationalist affair. The veneration of "black" symbols,
rituals, styles, hairdos, values, sensibilities and flag escalated. The "Black is Beautiful" slogan was
heard throughout the black community and James Brown's "Say It Loud, I'm Black and I'm Proud"
became an exemplary—and healthy—expression of the cultural reversal of alienating Anglo-

American ideals of beauty and behavior. Yet this cantankerous reversal (like the black rediscovery of
jazz) was principally a "new" black middle-class phenomenon.
The working poor and underclass watched as the "new" black middle class visibly grappled
with its new identity, social position and radical political rhetoric. For the most part, the black
underclass continued to hustle, rebel when appropriate, get high and listen to romantic proletarian
love songs produced by Detroit's Motown; they remained perplexed at their idolization by the "new"
black middle class which they sometimes envied. The black working poor persisted in its weekly
church attendance, struggled to make ends meet and waited to see what the beneficial results would
be after all the bourgeois "hoopla" was over. In short, the black nationalist moment, despite its
powerful and progressive critique of American cultural imperialism, was principally the activity of
black petit bourgeois self-congratulation and self-justification upon reaching an anxiety-ridden
middle-class status in racist American society.
To no surprise, the leading black petit bourgeois nationalist groups such as SNCC (after
1966), CORE, Ron Karenga's US and Imamu Amiri Baraka's Congress of African People were
viewed by black proletarian and lumpenproletarian organizations as "porkchop nationalists" who
confused superficial nation-talk with authentic cultural distinctiveness, middle-class guilt with
working-class aspirations, and identity-crises with revolutionary situations. The late Honourable
Elijah Muhammad's Nation of Islam, though petit bourgeois in intent, was staunchly working poor
and underclass (and especially strong in American prisons) in composition. Devoid of leading black
intellectuals yet full of eloquent spokesmen, The Nation of Islam put to shame the "porkchop
nationalists," not only by being "blacker than thou" in both mythology and ideology, but also by

producing discernible results in the personal, organizational and financial life of its members and the
black community.
The Black Panther Party (founded in Oakland, California, 1966) was the leading black
lumpenproletarian revolutionary party in the 60s. It thoroughly rejected and consistently struggled
against petit bourgeois nationalism from a view point of strong black leftist internationalism. Yet it
was overwhelmed by the undisciplined character of black underclass life, seduced by the histrionic
enticements of mass media and crushed by state repression. The only other major national response
of black progressives against black petit bourgeois nationalism was George Wiley's National Welfare
Rights Organization (founded in August 1967). But it was unable to sustain broad membership, and
thereby control encroaching bureaucratic leadership. The League of Revolutionary Black Workers
(founded in Detroit, Michigan, 1969), though regional in scope, was the most important
revolutionary group among black industrial workers in the country. It eventually split over the issue
of the role of black nationalism in a Marxist organization.
The rift between black petit bourgeois nationalists and black revolutionary leftists was best
illustrated in the American response to James Forman's historic Black Manifesto. Forman, a former
executive director of SNCC, ex-minister of Foreign Affairs of the Black Panther Party, and leader of
the short-lived Black Workers' Congress, proposed at the National Black Economic Development
Conference in Detroit and later, more dramatically, at New York City's Riverside Church's 11:00
p.m. service, reparation funds of $500 million from white Christian churches and Jewish synagogues
in order to finance the black revolutionary overthrow of the U.S. government. This "revolution"
would turn into an "armed, well-disciplined, black controlled government."

This symbolic gesture represented the peak of the black nationalist moment in the 60s,
though it was enacted by a black Marxist. It also signified liberal white America's absorption and
domestication of black nationalism. Despite the Manifesto's Marxist critique and demand of
American capitalist society such as the call for a black revolutionary vanguard party and even the call
for white progressive people to accept this black leadership the most salient issue became that of
reparations to existing black middle-class groups.
The white American response to these demands on the ecclesiastical, educational and
corporate levels was widespread. Of course, the major funds were not given to Forman's group
(though it received about $300,000), but rather to church agencies, denominational caucuses,
minority-oriented programs and, above all, black businesses and banks. Regardless of Forman's naive
revolutionary intent, the black petit bourgeois nationalists triumphed. Soon the federal government
and even the Nixon administration would openly support such moves in the name of "black selfdetermination" and "black capitalism."
The hegemonic role of black petit bourgeois nationalism had four deleterious consequences
for Afro-America. First, it isolated progressive black leftists such that orthodox Marxism became the
primary refuge for those concerned with class struggle and internationalism. And even in these new
Marxist formations the Black Nation Thesis—the claim that black people constitute a nation within
the USA—once again became the widely accepted understanding of Afro-American oppression.
Second, the machismo lifestyles of black nationalists (of the petit bourgeois and revolutionary
varieties) marginalized black women so that the black feminist movement of the 70s and 80s was
often forced to sever ties from black male dominated groups, thereby encouraging an understandable

but innocuous black feminist separatism. Third, black nationalism disarmed and delimited a large
number of young black intellectuals by confining them to parochial black rhetoric, pockets of
"internal dialogues," which resulted in posing almost insurmountable walls of separation between
progressive white, brown, red, yellow and black intellectuals. Last, black nationalist rhetoric
contributed greatly to the black freedom movement's loss of meaningful anchorage and organic ties
to the black community, especially the churches. In short, besides the severe state repression and the
pervasive drug invasion, the black petit bourgeois nationalist perspectives and practices were
primarily responsible for the radically decentered state of the black freedom movement in the 70s
and 80s. This was so principally because they undergirded the needs and interests of the "new" black
middle class.
The 60s in Afro-American history witnessed an unforgettable appearance of the black masses
on the historical stage but they are quickly dragged off-killed, maimed, strung-out, imprisoned or
paid-off. Yet history continues and the growing black petite bourgeoisie still gropes for identity,
direction and vision. This black middle class is "new" not simply because significant numbers of
black people recently arrived in the world of higher education, comfortable living and professional
occupations, but also because they achieved such status against the backdrop of undeniable political
struggle, a struggle in which many of them participated. And the relation of their unprecedented
opportunities and privileges to the revolt of the black masses is quite obvious to them. This is why
the "new" black middle class will more than likely refuse to opt for political complacency. Its own
position hangs on some form of political participation, on resisting subtle racist practices, housing
policies and educational opportunities. Only persistent pressure can ensure a managerial job at IBM,

partnership in a Wall Street firm, a home in Westchester or a slot at Harvard College, whereas in the
past little resistance by the "old" black middle class was required to service the black community, live
in the Gold Coast of Washington, D.C. or send the kid to Howard, Fisk or Morehouse. The roots
of the "new" black middle class are in political struggle, in SCLC, SNCC, CORE, in the values and
sensibilities these groups generated.
The major challenge of the "new" black petite bourgeoisie is no longer whether it will take
politics seriously (as posed in E. Franklin Frazier's classic Black Bourgeoisie in 1957). Rather it is what
kind of politics the "new" black middle class will promote in the present national context of austere
economic policies, declining state support of black rights and escalating racist violence and the
prevailing international context of the crisis of capitalism, the nuclear arms race and anti-imperialist
struggles. Like any other petite bourgeoisie, the "new" black middle class will most likely pursue
power-seeking life styles, promote black entrepreneurial growth, and perpetuate professional
advancement. Yet the rampant racism in American society truncates such life styles, growth and
advancement. The "new" black middle class can become only a "truncated" petite bourgeoisie in
American society, far removed from real ownership and control over the crucial sectors of the
economy and with intractable ceilings imposed upon their upward social mobility.
Presently, there are three major political options for this "truncated" black middle class:
electoral politics in the bosom of the centrist Democratic Party or conservative Republican Party;
social democratic and democratic socialist politics on the margin of the liberal wing of the
Democratic Party (e.g. Democratic Socialists of America) and inside grassroots black leftist
nationalist pre-party formations (e.g. National Black United Front); or orthodox revolutionary

politics far removed from both bourgeois American politics and black grassroots groupings. The
effects of the second stage of the black freedom movement in the 60s—beneath and between the
endless ideological debates about violence vs. nonviolence, the viability of black/white coalitions,
reform vs. revolution primarily consisted of an oscillation between the first and third options,
between vulgar Realpolitik and antiquated orthodoxy, bourgeois politics and utopian rhetoric, with
no mediating moment, hence little acknowledgement of the historical complexity of the prevailing
Afro-American predicament.
The prospects of galvanizing and organizing renewed black resistance are open-ended. The
major tasks are repoliticizing the black working poor and underclass, revitalizing progressive black
proletarian and petit bourgeois organizations, retooling black organic and traditional intellectuals
and forging meaningful alliances and beneficial fusions with progressive Latino, Asian, Native
American and white groups.
Despite the historical limitations of the "new" black petite bourgeoisie, the Afro-American
predicament dictates that this group play a crucial role in carrying out these tasks. This is principally
because the black middle class—preachers, teachers, lawyers, doctors and politicians possess the
requisite skills and legitimacy in the eyes of the majority of Afro-Americans for the articulation of the
needs and interests of Afro America. This unfortunate but inescapable situation requires that the
politicized progressive wing of the black petite bourgeoisie and stable working class incessantly push
beyond the self-serving liberalism of major black leaders and raise issues of fundamental concern to
the black working poor and underclass. In short, the "new" black middle class must not be
prematurely abandoned or denigrated. Rather, black progressives must keep persistent pressure on,

and radical fire under, their liberal reformism until more effective political mobilization and
organization emerges among the black working poor and underclass.
The repoliticizing of the black working poor and underclass should focus primarily on the
black cultural apparatus, especially the ideological form and content of black popular music. AfroAmerican life is permeated by black popular music. Since black musicians play such an important
role in Afro-American life, they have a special mission and responsibility: to present beautiful music
which both sustains and motivates black people and provides visions of what black people should
aspire to. Despite the richness of the black musical tradition and the vitality of black contemporary
music, most black musicians fall far short of this crucial mission and responsibility. There are
exceptions—Gil Scott-Heron, Brian Jackson, Stevie Wonder, Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff—but
more political black popular music is needed. Jamaican reggae music and Nigeria's Fela Anikulapo
Kuti can serve as inspiring models in this regard. The radical politicization of black popular music,
recently surfacing in Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five's "The Message" and "New York, New
York" (despite their virulent sexism), is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the
repoliticization of the black working poor and underclass. Black activists must make black musicians
accountable in some way to the urgent needs and interests of the black community.
The major prerequisite for renewed organizational black resistance is the political
revitalization of existing black groups—fraternities, sororities, lodges, trade-unions and, especially,
black churches. Without black religious participation, there can be no widespread black resistance.
The prophetic wing of the Black Church has always been at the center of the black freedom
movement. Without a strong organizational base, with deep organic connections in the black

community, there can be no effective renewed black resistance. Only the political revitalization of
black prophetic churches can provide this broad organizational base as Rev. Herbert Daughtry's
African Peoples' Christian Organization and other such groups are attempting to do.
The role of black intellectuals—organic ones closely affiliated with the everyday operations of
black organizations or traditional ones nesting in comfortable places geared toward theoretical and
historical analyses, social visions and practical conclusions—is crucial for renewed black resistance.
Without vision, the black freedom movement is devoid of hope. Without analysis, it lacks direction.
Without protracted struggle, it ossifies. Yet the vision must be guided by profound, not provincial,
conceptions of what it is to be a human being, an African human being in predominantly white
postindustrial capitalist America, and of how human potential can be best realized in an overcoming
of existing economic exploitation, racial and sexual oppression. Likewise, the analysis must be
informed by the most sophisticated and cultivated, not self-serving and cathartic, tools available in
order to grasp the complexity and specificity of the prevailing AfroAmerican predicament on the
local, regional, national and international levels. Last, the political praxis, though motivated by social
vision and guided by keen analysis, must be grounded in moral convictions. Personal integrity is as
important as correct analysis or desirable vision. It should be noted that while black intellectuals
deserve no special privilege and treatment in the black freedom movement, the services they provide
should be respected and encouraged.
It should be obvious that Afro-Americans cannot fundamentally transform capitalist,
patriarchal, racist America by themselves. If renewed black resistance is to achieve its aim, alliances
and coalitions with other progressive peoples are inescapable. Without such alliances and coalitions,

Afro-Americans are doomed to unfreedom. Yet, the more consolidated the black resistance, the
better the chance for meaningful and effective alliances and coalitions with others. Of course, each
alliance and coalition must be made in light of the specific circumstances and the particular contexts.
The important point here is that any serious form of black resistance must be open to such alliances
and coalitions with progressive Latino, Asian, Native American and white peoples.
In conclusion, the legacy of the black freedom movement in the 60s still haunts us. In its
positive form, it flows through our veins as blood to be spilt if necessary for the cause of human
freedom and in the visions, analyses and practices that build on, yet go beyond, those in the 60s. In
its negative form, it reminds us of the tenuous status of the "new" black petite bourgeoisie its
progressive potential and its self-serving interests, its capacity to transcend its parochial past and its
present white subordination. The challenge of the black freedom movement in the 80s is neither a
discovery of another Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.—though it would not hurt; nor a leap of faith
in a messianic black working class or underclass though the role of both is crucial. Rather the
challenge is a fusing and transforming of indigenous forms of American radicalism—of which black
resistance is a central expression—into a major movement which promotes workers' selfmanagement, cultural heterogeneity (including nonracist and nonsexist ways of life) and individual
liberties.

